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The role of on-site correlation in the low-energy excitations of nickel is studied by comparing the results of
high-angular and high-energy resolution photoemission spectroscopy with quasiparticle states calculated as a
three-body scattering solution of a multiorbital Hubbard model. It is found that correlation effects modify the
energy dispersion and spin polarization of electron states and are essential in order to get a quantitative
agreement with experimental data.It is well established that the photoemission spectra of
narrow-band materials, such as the elements of the d
transition-metal series and their compounds, cannot be en-
tirely explained within a one-electron picture, due to the
presence of local correlations between electrons in the par-
tially filled d band.1 Band mapping, i.e., the reduction of the
measured spectra to a band structure and its comparison with
theoretical results can be a powerful tool to directly investi-
gate correlation effects, provided that some important re-
quirements are fulfilled: on the experimental side, high-
angular and high-energy resolution photoemission
techniques are necessary in order to identify quasiparticle
energy dispersions and lifetime broadenings associated with
the many-body character of the electronic excitations; on the
theoretical side, a realistic description of the band structure
must be combined with an accurate treatment of many-body
electron-electron interactions to account for the mixed itin-
erant and localized behavior of the valence states.
In this paper we present direct evidence of correlation
effects in the low binding-energy region of the valence band
of nickel. While these effects dominate the high-energy re-
gion of the Ni photoemission spectrum with the presence of
the well-known 6 eV satellite peak,2 the electron states near
the Fermi energy are commonly believed to be less influ-
enced by many-body interactions; this has to do with the
very general properties of low-energy excitations of Fermi
liquids,3 but also with the observation that the Fermi surface
of ferromagnetic nickel is nicely reproduced by a single-
particle band structure.4 All the same, significant discrepan-
cies are known to exist between the observed energy disper-
sions of some bands and the results of standard single-
particle band calculations;5 these discrepancies are related to
the energy renormalization due to electron-electron interac-
tion. Here we want to investigate these effects in detail in
order to get a band mapping of low-energy quasiparticle ex-
citations.A high-resolution photoemission data set was measured at
room temperature on a Ni~110! surface. Using He I radiation
for excitation (hn521.21 eV), energy spectra were taken in
1° steps for a continuous range of polar angles along the
~001! plane, from normal emission (um50°) to a polar angle
of um570° off normal. Each spectrum spans a binding-
energy range from 2300 meV ~above EF) to 1200 meV
~below EF) and was measured with an energy resolution of
35 meV. The angular resolution was set to 60.5° using an
iris aperture in front of the entrance lens to the hemispherical
analyzer. Further details on the experimental procedure and
on the particular region in reciprocal space probed by these
spectra have been given elsewhere.6
On the theoretical side we have calculated spectral func-
tions and quasiparticle energies by solving a multiorbital
Hubbard Hamiltonian according to the three-body scattering
~3BS! method.7–11 This approach can be seen as an extension
to the solid state of the configuration-interaction scheme
used for finite systems: the Hubbard Hamiltonian is pro-
jected on a set of states obtained by adding a finite number of
electron-hole pairs to the ground state of the single-particle
Hamiltonian and this expansion is truncated to include one
electron-hole pair; this approximation is particularly justified
for systems with a large band occupation since the role of
extra configurations depends on the overall number of empty
states necessary for the addition of electron-hole pairs.
The effect of electron correlation on one-electron removal
energies from a partially filled band is described in terms of
interactions between three-body configurations ~one hole
plus one electron-hole pair! giving rise to hole-hole and hole-
electron scattering; the efficiency of these scattering pro-
cesses depends first of all on the strength of the screened
on-site electron-electron interaction, that is on the Coulomb
and exchange integrals Uab and Jab : Uab describes the
Coulomb repulsion among opposite spin electrons on the
2same site belonging to orbitals a and b , and Uab2Jab the
interactions among parallel spin ones.
The scattering efficiency depends also on the number of
empty d states necessary for the creation of three-particle
configurations since no electron-hole pair can be added to a
completely filled band: in the case of nickel where only the
minority-spin band has a sizable number of empty states
available the creation of a majority-spin hole will be fol-
lowed by scattering processes involving only opposite spin
electron-hole pairs—of intensity proportional to Uab—while
the creation of a minority-spin hole will involve less intense
scattering of strength proportional to Uab2Jab with parallel
spin electron-hole pairs only ~Fig. 1!. For this reason self-
energy renormalization will affect spin-up states more
strongly than spin-down ones.
The interactions between the three-body configurations
are represented by a set of scattering T-matrices Th2h
ab and
Th2e
ab
, describing hole-hole and electron-hole scattering, re-
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where Cas
n (k) are the expansion coefficients of Bloch single-
particle states in terms of localized orbitals. The Faddeev
theory12 is used to determine the total scattering matrix and
the resolvent of the many-body system. The hole self-energy
is given by
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the interactions involved in
the photoemission from majority- and minority-spin bands.Skns
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Aab is the quantity related to Th2e
ab and is determined by a
numerical solution of the integral equation described in Ref.
10. The analysis is the same for the addition of one minority-
spin hole, the only differences being Uab2Jab instead of
Uab to describe interactions among parallel spin particles
and the substitution 2s!s in Eqs. ~1!–~4!.
The key quantity to be compared with photoemission
spectra is the hole spectral function
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describing the response of the system to the removal of an
electron of momentum k and spin s .
The calculation of self-energy corrections and spectral
functions requires as an input ~i! the band structure ~eigen-
values, eigenvectors, and orbital density of states! and ~ii! the
values of the Coulomb and exchange parameters. The band
structure of ferromagnetic nickel has been calculated with
the linear muffin-tin orbital ~LMTO! method in the atomic-
spheres approximation including the combined correction
term.13 The tight-binding LMTO basis set14 has been used,
including nine orbitals (s , p, and d) per atom. The Coulomb
and exchange parameters have been fixed to reproduce the
observed energy position of the valence-band satellite. In
particular we have chosen Uab5Udd51.95 eV and Jab
5Jdd50.5 eV. Values of Udd in the range 2.2–1.8 eV do
not affect appreciably the energy position of the 6 eV satel-
lite ~see Fig. 2! and are in agreement with current
estimates;15,16 the present choice optimizes the agreement be-
tween theory and experiments in the low-energy region of
the spectra as well.
FIG. 2. Density of quasiparticle states of nickel for majority-
spin states calculated with Udd52.2 eV ~crosses!, Udd51.95 eV
~continuous line!, and Udd51.8 eV ~dots!.
3In Fig. 3 we focus onto the energy region of a few hun-
dred meV below the Fermi energy. The results of the angle-
resolved photoemission experiment are compared with theo-
retical spectral functions. The measured polar angle ranges
from 0° to 70° and the sampled k vectors have been calcu-
lated to match those of the experimental data assuming an
inner potential of 10.7 eV and a work function of 4.7 eV.4
Figure 3~a! shows the raw experimental data as a quasi-
continuous series of energy spectra. The intensity drop at EF
is clearly visible in all spectra. One can well distinguish two
bands crossing the Fermi level between um550° and 60°;
they have been identified as an exchange-split sp band
closely related to the S1 band.6 Between um520° and 30° a
single band is observed, associated with the S2
# band in the
minority channel. Finally, the region between um520° and
normal emission is crowded with bands near the Fermi en-
ergy, with at least three different bands converging very
close to EF for um50°. Here, states near the X point of the
Brillouin zone are probed.6
Figures. 3~b! and 3~c! show the spectral functions Ds
2
FIG. 3. Comparison between angle-resolved photoemission
spectra ~a!, single particle local-density approximation ~LDA! ~b!,
and quasiparticle 3BS ~c! results. The polar angle ranges from 0°
~bottom! to 70° ~top!. The spin character is indicated by m and . .obtained within the single-particle picture and including self-
energy corrections, respectively. The inclusion of correlation
effects strongly modifies the spectra: all the structures are
pushed up towards E f by self-energy corrections reproducing
much more closely the experimental results both in terms of
energy position and dispersion.
We want to stress here some basic issues that turned out
to be very important in order to obtain a quantitative com-
parison between theory and experiments: as already men-
tioned and discussed in detail in a previous paper,10 the self-
energy is, in the present 3BS approach, a k-vector-, energy-,
and spin-dependent complex function @see Eq. ~4!#. The k
dependence in particular is essential in order to reproduce the
energy dispersion observed experimentally since the single-
particle results are inadequate both in terms of energy posi-
tions and dispersions. The present approach fully includes
the hybridization between sp and d states accounted for by
first-principles band theory. The self-energy turns out to be k
dependent, depending on the weight of the d orbital contri-
bution, and band states at different k points are thus differ-
ently shifted.
The spin dependence of the self-energy, arising from the
different efficiencies of the scattering channels involving
majority- and minority-spin electrons, strongly affects the
spin polarization of the quasiparticle states as it appears quite
clearly in Fig. 3. For this particular region in k space, four
spin-up and four spin-down bands are theoretically predicted
in the energy region of interest. While in the single-particle
picture one spin-up band and four spin-down bands cross the
Fermi energy, all four spin-up bands come close to EF after
the inclusion of correlation effects. Moreover, the energy
separation between the spin-up and spin-down bands be-
tween um550° and 60° is reduced by self-energy correc-
tions. All this is in excellent agreement with the experimen-
tal data.
The role of correlation in improving the agreement be-
tween theory and experiments appears even more clearly inFIG. 4. Comparison between k-resolved photoemission spectra ~dots! and theoretical spectral function ~continuous line! calculated
according to single-particle LDA and quasiparticle 3BS approaches. The k points correspond to the reported values of the polar angle um .
4Fig. 4, where experimental curves, single-particle and quasi-
particle ~3BS! spectral functions are compared at some par-
ticular k points. From this figure it is obvious that the quasi-
particle spectral functions provide a rather accurate
description of the measured photoemission data, with some
shifts in the order of 150 meV remaining for the d-band
excitation near 600 meV binding energy. The single-particle
calculations, on the other hand, fail completely to describe
the data. As expected, this failure is less pronounced as re-
gards to the angular positions of the Fermi-level crossings,
i.e., the shape and the volume of the Fermi surface.3,4 Nev-
ertheless, Table I shows that the quasiparticle Fermi-level
crossings are in all measurable cases closer to the experimen-
tal ones by a significant amount.
Finally, since the calculated self-energy is a complex
function with both a real and an imaginary part the resulting
TABLE I. Values of polar angles um where bands cross the
Fermi level.
Expt. LDA QP ~3BS!
S1
# 54.5° 52.5° 55.5°
S1
" 49.5° 44.5° 49.5°
S2
# 27.0° 20.5° 24.5°quasiparticle states have intrinsic, finite lifetimes. This is not
the case when other approximate forms of either the
self-energy11 or of the Green’s function17 are adopted. A
quantitative analysis of linewidths is, however, beyond the
aim of the present paper since it would require a full treat-
ment of both photoelectron and photohole lifetimes.18
The main approximation of the present theoretical ap-
proach is related to the truncated configuration expansion
including up to three particles ~one hole plus one e-h pair!;
for the particular case of nickel, due to the small number of
empty d states, configurations with more than one e-h pair
are expected to play a minor role.10
In conclusion, we have shown that on-site correlations
that are known to affect the high binding-energy region of
the valence spectrum of nickel, modify also the low-energy
excitations. The inclusion of realistic band-structure eigen-
values and an accurate treatment of many-body interactions
are essential in order to obtain a theoretical description of the
electron states near the Fermi surface in quantitative agree-
ment with high-angular and high-energy resolution photo-
emission data.
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